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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter addresses how corporate governance supports shareholder-director conflicts 
and company success. Islamic financial institution (IFI) governance and performance 
have not been studied, yet corporate governance has affected previous financial crises. 
This examines IFI board size, ownership, CEO duality, and pay committee independent 
directors. Also studied is how Islamic corporate governance influences executive director 
pay. Thus, IFIs require an IWBCGF to handle current and future corporate governance 
issues. Qualitative corporate governance metrics research and qualitative Islamic 
principle evaluation helped exploratory studies attain these goals. The research shows 
that corporate governance strongly impacts IFI executive pay. These results show that 
executive directors require an Islamic-based comprehensive governance framework to 
navigate corporate governance issues. The study makes literary contributions. It tackles 
the lack of religious research on Islam and IFI corporate governance. It highlights 
IFIs’ corporate governance and CEO remuneration.
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Islamic Worldview-Based Corporate Governance Framework

INTRODUCTION

These disastrous incidents have eroded shareholders’ wealth and questioned CEO 
remuneration schemes’ ethics (Jan et al., 2023). Financial crises often center on CEO 
pay, raising questions about its influence on business behaviour and its ability to cause 
financial malfeasance (Kausar Alam et al., 2020). Executive compensation, especially 
in crises, highlights the need for a robust governance structure to manage Islamic 
financial institutions’ top-tier executives’ salaries (IFI). Pay policy inefficiencies 
and knowledge asymmetry cause economic costs and market failures. Aligning 
director and shareholder interests is a significant issue. Organisational governance 
systems strive to reduce this conflict and improve corporate performance (Murphy 
& Smolarski, 2020). Agency theory emphasises executive salary in motivating top 
management to prioritise shareholders’ interests (Alam et al., 2019).

Directors’ pay arrangements that match a company’s strategic goals can promote 
stability and development. Executive compensation in listed companies has surged, 
but firm performance has lagged, a troubling trend (Bukhari et al., 2013). Islamic 
financial firms have yet to thoroughly investigate CEO remuneration and corporate 
governance procedures, especially in developing countries. Executives are seen as 
“fat cats among bankers,” which fuels arguments over their remuneration packages.

The main problem is assessing the complex relationship between corporate 
governance structures and pay practices in IFIs, where agency conflicts, especially 
between majority and minority shareholders, grow. Lack of CEO compensation 
transparency increases knowledge asymmetry and moral hazard (Abd Aziz & Abd 
Ghadas, 2019). Due to its significant influence on corporate performance, pay has 
been a study focus. This study explores the complex relationship between corporate 
governance and executive director pay. This inquiry explores Islam’s ideas and 
ideals beyond the traditional view. Shariah and religious traditions can give directors 
accountability, trustworthiness, responsibility, and ethics. Directors, custodians of 
shareholders, stakeholders, and Allah (SWT) can help create a fair and equitable 
business environment.

This study presents an Islamic worldview-based corporate governance framework 
(IWBCGF) based on divine teachings. The concept is based on the idea that 
directors will always find answers to corporate governance issues. This methodology 
combines modern corporate governance procedures with Islamic teachings to help 
IFIs negotiate executive director compensation. This study is important for two 
reasons. First, religion, especially Islam, has not been studied regarding corporate 
governance, senior directors’ pay, and firm performance. Islamic principles applied 
to company governance and pay can provide insights and actions that differ from IFI 
norms. Second, this study provides a new viewpoint on how corporate governance 
structures affect directors’ pay and business performance. It offers a new perspective 
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